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Brooke Rahn Thomas and Tony Thomas have covered a lot of  ground since wedding 
in 2011. In their first five years of  marriage, they have lived in five homes in two states 
and had three children. Last year, the family moved into a Lowcountry-style charmer 

in the Savannah neighborhood of  Emerald Point. Beyond the white picket fence, their classic 
front porch welcomes guests and an American flag waves in the breeze, all giving a nod to the 
home’s interior, reflective of  the family who lives there.

With her mother Lynn Rahn, Brooke is co-owner of  Clutter Furnishings and Interiors. The 
well-mixed and curated style of  their shop resounds throughout Brooke and Tony’s home. Also 
reflected is the couple’s love of  original art, as well as memorabilia of  Tony’s military service. 
It’s an inviting composition that results in a design style encompassing meaning and function.

Tony began his love of  art at a young age, visiting museums with his grandparents. His interest 
in fine art rubbed off on Brooke and they started collecting with one piece, then another. They 
now have many works of  regional artists which help characterize their interior. Collecting is 
something they love to do together.  “We became art collectors quite organically with our first 
piece and we just could not stop surrounding ourselves with amazing pieces that moved some-
thing inside of  us,” says Brooke.

Brooke and Tony have given each room a unique atmosphere with their well-chosen furnish-
ings and original art works. The foyer displays two large Jessica O’Neill canvases depicting 
local marshlands, in the most engaging greens. The works, set against a painted shiplap wall, 
flank an antique pier mirror. This curated mix of  meaningful and appealing elements, contin-
ues throughout the home.

Setting the stage for great dinner conversation is the dining room, where the edgy style of  
a recently acquired collaborative art piece is juxtaposed against classic navy blue grasscloth 
wall-covering, Chippendale dining chairs, a mid-century server and a crystal accented chande-
lier. The seemingly unrelated styles of  the room’s elements create a synergistic stirring.

The first piece of  art that the couple acquired together, “The Patriot’s Wife” by Sam Bryer, 
hangs as focal point in the kitchen. Newly married, and as Tony was a Battery commander 
of  2-11 FA HHC while stationed at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, the two purchased the paint-
ing remotely.  The artist delivered the piece to Brooke’s parents’ home in Savannah where it 

A  L owcountry  Co l lag e
 M i x i n g  Art ,  Patr i ot i sm  and  Young  Fam i ly  L i f e

W r i t t e n  b y  S t e p h a n i e  Ta l l e v a s t
P h o t o g r a p h e d  b y  S i o b h a n  E g a n

Clockwise from top left: The flag flying in the breeze, the open gate, the bikes and stroller on the welcoming front porch, all give a picture of  the busy young family 
that lives here, rooted in patriotism, creativity and family ties.  / The first impression of  this home is made by the colorfully bold artwork by artist Jessica O’Neill, 
mixed with worn treasures such as a vintage Persian rug and brass planter. This mix, set against the distinctly Lowcountry elements of  heart pine floors and 
painted shiplap walls, says “welcome” right away. / An original piece by Abel Macias hangs in the room of  Violet Thomas. The homeowners have ensured that 
each new art acquisition has been meaningful to their life in some way. / The red, white and blue color concept is manifested in a sophisticated show of  variance 
on a theme. The collaborative artwork in multi-media by Katherine Sandoz, Adolfo Hernandez, Liz Winnel, Clay Walsh, Tommy Lee and Deb Oden hangs over 
the mantle and a grouped collection of  blue and white porcelain completes the built-in bookshelves.
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hung for several years until the couple moved back 
in 2014. Set off by a saturated coral wall color, “The 
Patriot’s Wife” displays a sophisticated red, white 
and blue color palette. This color combination is 
exhibited in art and accessories in a nimble and un-
derstated thread in the home’s décor. 

Such is displayed in a second collaborative art piece 
over the mantel in the family room, purchased at 
Savannah’s A-Town Get Down Arts and Music 
Festival. The colorful and layered work pops with 
the room’s neutral shiplap and shell-encrusted fire-
place surround. Brooke has included a streamlined 
sofa, white slipcovered side chairs, eclectic accesso-
ries and several patterned fabrics to make the room 
warm, yet energetic. Included in the room’s walls is 
a Russ Noto painting, a work that Brooke and Tony 
purchased while in Hawaii and stored until moving 
back to Georgia. 

Perfect examples of  how meaningful art is infused 

into Brooke and Tony’s interior, are two works by 
Abel Macias. One, positioned in the kitchen, incor-
porates the words “Thrift Store,” a nod to Brooke’s 
business, Clutter. The other, in an upstairs bedroom, 
includes “Glow Violet,” a sweet description of  their 
daughter, Violet. Brooke has curbed family photog-
raphy, making it simple but significant. Their family 
portrait by Christine Hall hangs upstairs and a lone 
black and white photo of  their son Ray, with his 
namesake, Tony’s grandfather, sits on Ray’s dresser. 
In the second floor hallway, a vibrant painting by 
Brooke’s dad, Jimmy Rahn, is the focal point.

The sun porch of  the home is a comfortable place 
for the family to hang out and entertain. It is where 
memorabilia from Tony’s time in the Army is 
grouped. Since being commissioned in 2007 at the 
United States Military Academy in West Point, NY 
until becoming an Army Captain while stationed 
in Hawaii, Tony amassed many awards and me-
mentos from his time in service. Brooke collected 

these items above their piano in the sun porch for 
a striking display. Included are two poignant black 
and white photos, taken by Tony himself, during his 
time in Afghanistan. 

The couple’s three children, Ray, 4; Violet, 3; and 
Ford, 9 months, can feel right at home with their 
interior spaces, especially with bedrooms that in-
clude stylish kiddo décor and ample floor space to 
play. Brooke has insured that their rooms reflect the 
spirit of  her children’s stages in life, without sac-
rificing her signature style. Each of  the children’s 
rooms includes antique and vintage furnishings and 
original fine art, mixed with superhero sheeting and 
kid-scaled seating. 

Even the family dog, Floyd, easily incorporates into 
the couple’s home. His occasional positioning onto 
a bed or sofa to be with his beloved owners is not a 
problem, thanks to easy care fabrics and slipcovers.
 
The home displays just who the family is, where they 

Brooke Thomas balanced color, texture and most importantly, design style, in a juxtaposition that energizes her dining room to merge the formal with the 
fresh. The result is an inviting space that is comfortably traditional, yet delightfully unexpected. Artwork is allowed to be showcased in the absence of  
too much fuss. Collaborative artwork in multi-media by Katherine Sandoz, Adolfo Hernandez, Liz Winnel, Clay Walsh, Tommy Lee and Deb Oden 
hangs over the mid-century server in the dining room, while a painting by Tim Worth leads into the coral colored kitchen.

The sun porch is where Tony Thomas’ memorabilia from his service in the U.S. Army is grouped and displayed. A work-in-progress is the family’s 
piano, which is being encrusted in sea shells by Brooke. She encourages others to be expressive with their interior spaces.

The homeowners don’t worry too much about the wear 
and tear of  everyday life with their active young family. 
They use stylish slipcovers and easy care fabrics through-
out their home as a smart solution to a busy household.
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have been and their natural surroundings. Brooke 
comments, “No matter after the day I have had, 
good or bad, our home makes me feel confident and 
safe. It is fun and relaxing at the same time.” Their 
master suite provides a respite from their busy days 
and all of  the family can be accommodated to gath-
er there due to the sectional sofa and roomy uphol-
stered bed. The deep navy blue paint of  the walls 
provides an enveloping feeling and is the perfect foil 
for the framed antique kimono hung above the sofa. 
Brooke describes a kinetic feeling to the home which  
is evident in how art is reshuffled to make way for 
a newly purchased piece or in the work-in-progress 
of  some of  her sea shell embellishing of  furniture 
surfaces. She encourages others to take on such cre-
ative expressions in their interiors. 

“I really love how our home has become a gathering 
place for so many original pieces of  art. Because of  
our three small children and my nature, our home 
is always changing and always full of  laughter and 
ideas,” says Brooke. 

A large, framed U.S. flag hangs on the sun porch 
wall opposite the gallery display. Like a Jasper Johns 
painting, one may get the feeling that it is more than 
just a flag. Indeed, it flew above Tony and his soldiers 
during both his deployments to Afghanistan. Brooke 
describes how it protected him during two very dan-
gerous assignments and it now protects their home 
and family. The flag is a daily reminder for the family 
of  their gratitude for the service of  all in uniform and 
for the place that they now call home. 

Clockwise from top left: Brooke and Tony’s art collection began with “The Patriot’s Wife” by Sam Bryer. Brooke cleverly set off the softest reds 
in the work by selecting a deep coral paint color for her kitchen walls. / Keeping family photos to a minimum makes the few on display extra 
notable. A mid-century art piece sets off a newly lacquered faux bamboo dresser with the perfect punch. / It was important to Brooke that she 
paired her signature style with child-friendly furnishings. A vintage table is stylish and sturdy between two fun chairs in a kids’ corner. / Brooke’s 
knack for mixing furniture and accessories of  different genres shines through. The flag displayed on the wall of  the sun porch holds great meaning 
for the Thomas family. / Creative expression is everywhere in the home. A bust, embellished by Brooke’s mother, Lynn Rahn, sits a top a dresser 
in the hallway. Beside it is a favorite find, a vintage Asian figurine lamp in chartreuse. / Good vibes only in the upstairs hallway! The vintage 
server sports a brightly hued lamp and a display box full of  sentimental treasures. The spirited painting is by Jimmy Rahn, Brooke’s father.

Using artifacts as art is one way this sitting area in the master suite exudes character and interest. The contrasts of  navy blue walls with light fabrics 
and accessories have a push and pull that enlivens the space.


